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08.1-05 CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF Ca, R.E., AND Zr 
SILICATES, AS DERIVATIVES OF \vOLLASTONITE CHAINS. By N. 
J. Chiragov, Department of Geology, The Azerbaijan State 
University, 370122 BclDJ, USSR. 

Holmium silicate, ~~~HoSip10 (Chiragov (1979), Azerb. 

Univ. Geol. Bull.), is isostructural -~th K3Ysi308(0H) 2 
(Ilyu~in (1968), Dokl. Mzad. Na~~ USSR). Both are inc
silicates ard the Si3o10 or Si308(0H) 2 groups tl<at are 

part of their structures can be considered analogous to 
corresponding groups in the ~ullastonite chain, from the 
points of view of symmetry elements, bond angles and 
o:&-ygen sharing with the catiovic octahedron. Similar 
analogies ~~st in the arrangement of chains and dis
tribution of cations in the structures Of rhodonit~ .. 
Nn4 CaSi5o15 (l'lamedov ~ (1958), Dokl. Mzad. Nauk A.zerb.SSR), 

babingtonite Fe+3re· 2c~Si5o14 (0H), inesite 

~Jn7Ca2Si10o28 (OH) 2 . 5H20, and pyrO:hi-nangite Nn3Fe3CaSi7o21 . 

In these silicates the inosilicate groups bond the,-nselves 
only to the octahedron of the Ca atcm. Ta~ing this pe
culiarity into accmmt, the formation of chain ty-pes can 
be presented as follmvs: 

in rhodonite, ·so equals 

Si3o10 + Si2o7 
12.2 A: 7.2 ~ s.2 

in pyroxmangite, so equals 

(Si3+2°15) 
12.4 

+ 2 0 

Si3o10 + 2Si2o7 = (Si3+2+2o21 ) + 3 0 

17.4 A; 7.2 + 2x5.2 17.6 

Our conclusion is that, in silicate structures charac
terized by derivatives of the \VOllastonite cb.ain, the 
basic motifs are the inosilicate groups Si3o10 polymer-
ized w~th octahedroD~ of large cations. We consider the 
scheme of formation of different structural ty-pes from 
simple structural units from this point of vie\v. 

08.1-06 CWl'STAL STI\UC'J'lJid; l'FicDTCTJOI~ IW 
SNicPGY f>1JNII'1JS;\T:IOI~. Lly C.l~.fl. ClilcM, A.N. 
ConlliJCIZ, U11 i vee; i.l.y Coll crJc Londo! I, C~lld 

P. Tilc'oixJlcJ, LclhOJ:'illoinc de Cl'limic l'hysi.quco, 
Desan~or1, l~r~ncc. 

This pt>per \vill. siloc-1 lhat culcul.cdcions of 
crys\:,,] energetics for ionic soli.d:.; coupled 
\·Jlth cff:i.cicnl minirnis.ution routines cu:e 
capcibl.c of predicting the structure of complex 
inorganic :ool.i.ds, \:hereby prornisinCJ to !.lL-ovi.de 
a Vuluoble quiC:c in structu1:e rcf:lnernentc;. 
The calcule1tions v1c discuss are .based on exuc:t. 
summot:i.ons of both Coulomb and short-conge-
components of the lattice enerCJY· SncrC)y 
minimisation mr:-1y !Je pc:cformc~d v.rith respect to 
all structural parome\:ers. We :illustrate the 

of our rncthod with two exarnpl~s. The 
irst cuncecns the~ t~ecentl y discovered 1 f3 1 pha~:;c:s 

of V02 ilnd Ti02 (Harchund et ul., Hat. Res. Bull. 
15, 1129 ( 1980)). Snergy m:Lni.rnisa tions were 
pc;cfornrcd storting from an ideal model bused 
on regttlar octaJ·1cdra. The minimised strtJCture 
shows distortions close to those ob;;erved in 
the refined rnodel for V~ • A 
predic structure for the analogous 'B' pha-
se of Ti02 is also presented; no experimental 
structure is yet avai.lablco for this phase. Our 
second e is the mineral forsteritc 
(H~S re again we show that distortions 
from ised models are correctly predicted. 
We conclud0 with a discussion of potential 
future application of the technique to complex 
tcansi.tion rnetal compounds and to minerals. 

08.1-07 STRUCTURE BUILDING PRINCIPLES IN Trill Pb-Bi-
(Ag,Cu) SULPHOSALTS AND RELP.TED COMPOUNDS. By Emil 
Hakovicky, 1:-lineralog. Inst., Copenhagen, De:r1.~.-na~ 

In comparison with As and Sb, (1) bismuth displays the 
smallest differences in the lengths of distinct categor
ies of Bi-S bonds (resp. distances) and somet~-nes forms 
regular coordination octahedra; (2) the s-s dimensions 
of the full Bi-s coordination polyhedra differ least 
from those of the Pb-S polyhedra. In some sulphosalts 
differences between Pb and Bi are important and they are 
ordered (cosalite) whereas some are based on, or tolerate 
extensive mutual Pb-Bi substitution (lillianite, heyrov
skyite, PhBi4S7, cannizzarite). Introduction of Se for 
part of S augments the geometrical tolerance for Pb-Bi 
variations over structural sites and the gamut of 
structure types. Structurally related compounds lvill 
also be quoted. 

The structures of the Pb-Bi sulphosalts can be represent
ed as modulated structures, usually based on somewhat 
deformed 11 galena-like" structure sliced in different 
crystallographic directions (slices parallel to (100) o·f 
PbS will be called T layers, those parallel to (111) of 
PbS ~Vill be called H layers) . The combinations of 
several modulat:lon operators create distinct structural 
types; the homologues in each series differ in the H/T 
match and/or layer thickness: (1) The cannizzarite 
homologous series with the structures composed of regu
larly alternating layers H and T which in one direction 
match after the vernier principle. (2) The galenobismu
tite homologues with the H and T layerslb:Coken into 
variably long strips by composition non-conservative 
glide planes. On the latter, zig-zag layers of addit
ional atoms occur. Galenobismutite (~CaFe 20 4 ), weibull
ite; a modif:led type: nuffieldite. (3) The cosalite 
homologous series with zig-zag layers ofl'lgalena-like" 
structure with H- and T- like portions alternating. The 
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T and H portions of adjacent layers face each other in 
a non-commensurate match; the composition-conservative 
glide planes run through the breakpoints of the layers. 
Cosalite, PbtrinsS17r a modified type: Ce1.2sBi3 .. 7sSs. 
(4) The lillianite homologous series based on chemical 
twinning of "galena-like" slabs parallel to (131) of 
PbS. Trigonal prisms of Pb are inserted in composition 
planes. The adjacent slabs may be of equal or unequal 
thickness. Examples: lillianite, heyrovskyite, several 
Pb-Bi-Ag sulphosalts. (5) The pavonite homologous series 
similar to (4) but one set of slabs is only 1 octahedron 
thick and the composition planes are aS}illrnetrically 
occupied by Bi in square-pyr~uidal coordination. 
-PbBi4S7; other hornologues are Cu-Bi ~~d Ag-Bi sulpho
saltsr some with substantial Pb substitution; pavonite 1 

benjaminite. Intergrowth of (4) and (5) is represented 
by the V-2 and V-3 phases. (6) Layered structures with 
crystallographic shear. This family consis~s of no;:-
commensurate alternating H and T layers of various 
thickness, regularly offset by composition non-conserv
ative shear planes nearly perpendicular to th.em. 
Junoi te, Pb3 1;3In624S 13, proudite, nordstrOrni te, 
Bi 3InsS12- (7) The bismuthi~ite-aikinite series of 
derivative structures. ---

Multiple relationships bebveen the above series exist. 
The non-commensurability principle is important for (2), 
(3), (6) making them "broken-up" derivatives of (1). 
(5) and (4) can also be interpreted using the principles 
active in (6); (7) using the principles active in (3). 
Galenobismutite and (5) are special, contracted-set 
versions of chemical twinning. In the 2A-shear deriva
tives of the above types, the pseudooctahedral coordin
ations of Bi are replaced by square-pyramidal ones, wiL~ 
long remaining Sb(Bi)-S distances, e.g. jamesonite vs. 
(3) 1 HgBi2S 4 or livingstonite vs. (5) 1 bournonite vs. 
( 7) . References ;,vill be quoted on the poster. 

08. I-08 SERIES OF NONHOMOGE:N""EOUS LINEAR 
STRUCTURES. By Yu.N. Eryn', Ya.P. Yarmolyuk, 
E.I.Hladyshevsky. Chair of inorganic chemi -
stry, Lvov State University, Lvov, USSR. 

We name the nonhomogeneous linear those struc
ture types, which one can describe by means of 
a sequence of certain compositionally and co
ordinationally different "two-dimensional" 
structure fragments taking turns along a cer
tain axis (named the layering axis). The pre
sent paper deals with structure types of te -
tragonal and orthorhombic symmetry, formed by 
Bai!.l4 , OaF 2 , AlB2 , AuCu

3
, Cu, C(-Fe, «-Po frag-

ments. The structure types, consisting of two 
or three fragments pointed above, form the se
ries describe by parent-structures formulas or 
by unit cell composi"Gion. We propose the nu -
merical symbols, in terms of which one can de
scribe the nonhomogeneous linear structure ty

pes. The main differences between our symbols 
and well kno~n Zhdanov symbols used for homo
geneous linear structures is that each nume -
ral, indicating the number of identical frag
ments placed one after another in the struc -
ture, must have two labels: superscript index 

indicating its own fragmental symmetry and the 

subs c r i p t one indicating the parent-structure 
from which this fragment was taken. The nume
rical symbol describes exactly the sequence 
of fragments in the structure and gives in 
formation about its symmetry. 
The structures consisting of fragments menti
oned above belong to 22 tetragonal and ortho
rhombic space groups. Symmetry of over 40 
structure types of intermetallic compoQ~ds 
always belongs to one of the 22 space groups 
(with exception of the cases of deformation 
and superstructure formation). The real 
structure types belongs, as a rule, to the 
most symmetrical groups and have the simplest 
numerical symbols. Our method of interpreta -
tion is useful not only for systematisation 
and description of the known structure types, 
but may be used as an instrument for determi
nation of unknown ones. There is a simple li
near dependence between the unit cell and 
fragmental lattice constants, moreover the 
coefficients in such linear equations are the 
numerals from the numerical symbols. 

08.1-09 REGULARITIES IN BINARY INTERMETALLIC 
COMPOUNDS. By P.Villars, K.Girgis 

Institut fur Kristallographie und Petrographie 
CH 8092 ZCrich, Switzerland. 
Examination of all the 105 known binary structure types 
containing more than 5 representants* showed that 85% 
exhibited the following three regularities. 
l. A linear dAB R dependence**. 
2. A narrow spacefilling, c/a and b/a range for the 

given structure type. 
3i. A dependence between the position of the elements 

in the periodic table and their equipoint occupation 
in the stucture. 

3ii The existence of a narrow grouping, for represent. 
of a given structure type, in an isostoichiometric 
diagram of binary element-combinations. 

This diagram ( 3i i) has been used to put forvlat'd one 
or tv10 possible structut'e types, with a high rrobability 
of existence, for synthesised binary intermetallic 
compounds. For example, up until 1970 there were 811 
known intermetallic compounds with no assigned structure 
types, and during the past ten years, the structure 
types of 120 have been established. By using the above 
diagram, the correct structut'e type has been proposed 
for 110 of these. 
Footnotes: * fl.B.Pearson~HaY:.dbook of Zcrttic:t3 spacir1gr; 

and strv.ctures oj' metals_,196?,Peraamort 

.. t.-t d is the sho:t'tes·t distance betueen th-:;: 
e1~ments A and B. Th1:s distance 
upon aU the ~attice 
pa·:t•a.me teY'S. R = 
m'e the rad-[i of 
( E.TeatL{)TI et al., LA 2345,JE; .. Le(1960))_, 
n,m a:Pe the stoichiometl"'ic propoFtions. 


